
Dear Professor McPherson and fellow researchers:

Your work highlighting the earth changes on our planet has caught the attention of my newsletter 
subscribers asking me to send you this message about what is taking place all around us. Please allow 
me to share information on changes from the perspective of my Project Black Star Investigation now in 
the fifth year that will help your own research/investigation make more sense. 

First of all, I strongly recommend a reading of the Dakota Report and the Operations section paying 
careful attention to all references to Project Black Star a.k.a. "Stellar Fury." 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/g5pdeo8bxmc3n53/The%20Dakota%20Report.pdf?dl=0

Jade Helm 15 is only one of many war game exercises required for the implementation of Project Black 
Star that includes 'genocide' of the global population by the Elite making ready to run into their 
Underground Ark Cities like the one connected to the Denver Airport where the CIA moved 
operations. 

https://www.intellihub.com/exclusive-secret-underground-base-beneath-denver-international-airport-
now-revealed-whistle-blower/

Below is an email I shared with Dr. David Morrison at SETI with more of the details. Please write me 
here at 03blackstar@gmail.com for more information.

Sincerely,

Terral Croft
http://terral03.com
Skype: terral03
03blackstar@gmail.com

Terral’s Email to Dr. David Morrison/SETI

David Morrison dmorrison@seti.org 

Michael Busch Research Scientist mbusch@seti.org

Pablo Sobron  Research Scientist psobron@seti.org

Angela Zalucha Research Scientist azalucha@seti.org

 

Dear Seti Research Scientists:

My name is Terral from http://terral03.com and I ran across some debunking work by one of your 
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research scientists named Dr. David Morrison at this website: http://www.cosmophobia.org/terral-croft 
where he makes claims about my work that are not true and actually potentially damaging to my 
Project Black Star Investigation now in the fifth year. My view is that Dr. Morrison’s apparent desire to 
attack me personally has blinded him from seeing the truth that the collapsed/invisible binary twin to 
our Sun is moving towards a perihelion event with our Sun and very much responsible for the earth 
changes, changes in the Sun, changes in the planets orbiting the Sun and changes in the heliosphere 
shrinking 25 percent in just the last decade. My goal is to present you with ten bits of evidence 
supporting my hypothesis, claims and conclusions, so that possibly you can begin to connect the dots 
for drawing similar conclusions; or, perhaps, you can offer answers that make more sense than what is 
being presented today. 

First of all, I never intended to run my own 911 Inside Job Investigation or this current Project Black 
Star Investigation that have consumed the last ten years of my life. I intended on running my Scripture 
Studies for my entire lifetime, until my book ‘The Mystery Explained’ was completed in 2005 and God 
placed the burden upon my heart to know ‘the truth’ about what really happened on 9.11.2001. Then, 
after completing my book “911Truth: Exposing The Cheney/Rumsfeld Black Operation,” I went right 
back to my Bible Studies, until the Elenin Comet was discovered on December 10, 2010. Keyword 
analysis of all the relevant 911 documents like the 911 Commission Report and Arlington County 
After-Action Report trained my investigator eye to recognize the patterns for this current Project Black 
Star Investigation, as the discoverer of this non-existent Elenin Comet was Leonid Elenin. Leonids as 
you know are meteor showers in November and ELEnin is NinELE (9/11) backwards. The perihelion 
date for this mysterious comet was September 11, 2011 exactly ten years to the day after the 911 Inside 
Job from my previous investigation. You might know from Dr. Morrison’s statements that I am from a 
Navy family and also a meticulous timekeeper, as my Bible work and 911 work includes extensive use 
of timelines placing events in chronological order like you see in Chapter 11 of my 911 book that 
includes a 100-point timeline:

911Truth: https://www.dropbox.com/s/czzrzsvgxsx513e/The-911Truth-Man-10-17.pdf?dl=0 

The Mystery Explained: https://www.dropbox.com/s/3rqpn23j7rac3z1/The_Mystery_Explained.pdf?
dl=0  

My Project Black Star Investigation actually started in January 2011, but sufficient evidence was 
gathered to make my prediction for the 9.0 Fukushima Quake Event that was off by four days, as Earth 
passed between the Sun and Black Star on March 11, 2011. I was using JPL Orbit Data to track the 
anomaly that Mensur Omerbashich connected to a seismic pattern going back to 1965 from his +6 
Seismicity Paper to Cornell dated April 11, 2011. The Russians noted the Elenin Comet stagger step 
like I did to release this warning on March 1, 2011:
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http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1453.htm 

The Elenin Comet appeared to be slowing and speeding up again, but the perihelion date never changed 
from 9/11/2001 for the duration; which I am confident that you realize is very much impossible. 
Therefore, I was lured into running this Project Black Star Investigation by the keywords being used in 
the related stories that mirrored those from my 911 Investigation, as if The Almighty was ordaining my 
steps. Dr. Morrison deliberately dismissed my Scripture work that endured for decades that includes 
these words from Paul to the Thessalonians, just after he speaks of our Rapture to glory:

“Now as to the times and the epochs, brethren, you have no need of anything to be written to 
you.2 For you yourselves know full well that the day of the Lord will come just like a thief in 
the night.3 While they are saying, “Peace and safety!” then destruction will come upon them 
suddenly like labor pains upon a woman with child, and they will not escape. 4 But you, 
brethren, are not in darkness, that the day would overtake you like a thief; 5 for you are all sons 
of light and sons of day. We are not of night nor of darkness…”. 1Thessalonians 5:1-5.

Yes, you can label/tag me as a religious fanatic, or pseudo scientist, or anything you wish, but from my 
perspective then I am one of these sons of Light/Day that God Himself has chosen through our gospel 
to warn others about the destruction that will come ‘suddenly’ amid these earth changes characterized 
as labor/birth pangs that have been identified to have a steady rhythm/pattern. Now, if you will, please 
allow me to make a short presentation for my case from a more scientific perspective:

1. A clear identifiable seismic pattern is present that is being overlooked by scientists around the globe 
that includes:

A. 8.8 Chile Quake Event from February 27, 2010.

B. Fukushima Quake Event from March 11, 2011.

C. Guerrero Quake Event from March 20, 2012.  

D. Christchurch Quake Event from September 4, 2010.

E. Fiji Quake Event from September 15, 2011.

F. Aleutian Quake Event from September 26, 2012. 

The first three earthquakes in the list represent nearside-alignment quake events, when Earth passed 
between the Sun and Black Star moving left in the orbit diagram from Leo (2008-2011) and then Virgo 
(2011-2013) and now the Libra Constellation. The last three quake events took place as Earth moved 
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behind the Sun relative to the Black Star with all the events predicted far ahead of time with the 
exception of the Chile Quake event that was discovered part of this seismic pattern later in the 
investigation. These events represent just a small segment of large-magnitude quake events in a pattern 
going back to 1965 and continuing to this day with the Japan Quake Event from October 25, 2013 and 
the Indonesian Quake Event from November 15, 2014 taking place amid a flurry of X-class solar flares 
late last year. 

2. The seismic pattern not only allows me to build accurate predictive models pointing to the next big 
quake events, but they also give me the ability to identify the week that Earth will experience the 
‘lowest’ number of 2.5 to 4-magnitude indicator earthquakes a year in advance! 

See recent seismic chart in recent newsletter: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1q4t56q31t50shg/2015%20Newsletter%20Volume%2012.pdf?dl=0 

My recent predictions for the lowest number of these indicator quakes came true in the first week of 
January 2014, the third week in July 2014 and recently in near the end of January 2015 to begin this 
current Earth Orbit Cycle relative to the Black Star on January 24, 2015; when Earth saw only 180 of 
these low-magnitude earthquakes as predicted. The reason that my predictions have become so accurate 
is because of a better understanding of magnetic portal connections and particularly those connections 
between the Sun, Earth and inbound Black Star. The lowest number of the 2.5 to 4-magnitude 
earthquake events appears in the seismic chart, when Earth reaches the 90-degree outside-orbit position 
ending the period that our planet is moving away from the Black Star in natural orbit around the Sun. 
This lowest value appears in the chart two to three weeks later each year, because Black Star movement 
left in the orbit diagram forces Earth to move that much farther in orbit to begin each subsequent Earth 
Orbit Cycle. 

3. The year of 2011 saw the most X-class solar flares in the months of March and September, as Earth 
moved between the two stars and behind the Sun relative to the Black Star, because of Sun/Earth/Black 
Star magnetic portal connection convergence, crossing/twisting and divergence that includes portal-to-
portal electromagnetic cross firing, electromagnetic cloud formation and the forming clouds forced into 
the Sun between the converging portal connections. These big solar flare events are moving later in the 
year along with the nearside and backside-alignment quake events, as our planet is an active participant 
in creating the flare activity via the Sun/Earth and Black Star/Earth magnetic portal connections. 

4. We saw evidence of this Black Star-induced electromagnetic cloud activity with the Magnetopause 
Reversal Event from March 12-13, 2012:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/v15h4b2etcn9wl1/iswa_download.gif?dl=0 
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NASA was caught trying to scrub this data from the servers, so you are looking at a reconstructed 
version taken from the available key frames showing Earth magnetosphere turning around for the bow 
shock to face the Virgo Constellation for an astounding 28 hours! Note the timing of this event on how 
this fits perfectly into the Black Star Event Timeline taking place one year and one day ‘after’ 
Fukushima and a week before the Guerrero Quake Event that I also predicted to within just 2 days. The 
reason for this seeming anomaly is that Earth was about to pass between the two stars, which means the 
Sun/Black Star and Earth/Black Star magnetic portal connections were converging in the area of space 
beyond Earth Orbit and the Black Star positioned between the Sun and Virgo. 

5. Dust Clouds On Mars. http://www.nature.com/news/martian-mystery-cloud-defies-
explanation-1.16924 

Now buckle your seatbelts and prepare yourself for what appears to be an amazing coincidence, if you 
believe in such things

:

“The plume first appeared on 12 March 2012 as a small bump on the dawn side of 
Mars’s southern hemisphere. It changed shape over the next 11 days, morphing from 
blobs to pillars and other forms. Within weeks another plume appeared, this one also 
lasting about a week and a half.” 

Mars saw this new dust cloud formation appear at the very same time that Earth magnetosphere 
mysteriously turned around to face the Leo/Virgo Constellations! Now look at Earth/Mars positions on 
that day:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gnitnoix1jnfzor/Screenshot%202015-02-19%2011.20.03.png?dl=0 

 

Mars just happens to be directly behind Earth in orbit for the dust storm to begin on the same day in the 
southern hemisphere, while my research indicates that the Black Star is positioned .024 degrees below 
the ecliptic plane in the southern hemisphere of our solar system. This Mars dust storm was kicked up 
by the same Black Star influence that turned Earth magnetosphere around beginning on March 12, 
2012, unless one of you geniuses has a better explanation derived from the science. 

6. The Heliosphere has shrunk 25 percent in just the last decade:

http://coyoteprime-runningcauseicantfly.blogspot.com/2010/01/astrophysics-suns-heliosphere-
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shrinking.html 

The magnetic bubble protecting our solar system from the Interstellar Wind is shrinking rapidly with 
nearing Black Star proximity, as solar electromagnetism is being siphoned off through the Sun/Black 
Star magnetic portal connection. Nearing Black Star proximity means the portal connection internal 
conduits are transitioning from passive state to active state allowing the Black Star electromagnetic 
capacity to increase, as the Sun solar output potential is steadily decreasing. We saw the large transition 
with the Solar Cycle 24 flat line at the end of 2011:

http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2013/03/01/shortfall.jpg

https://wattsupwiththat.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/f101.gif 

Again, scientists are having difficulty explaining why the Sun appears to be going quiet at the same 
time that NASA has been trying to forecast the Sun reaching solar maximum. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2699377/What-going-sun-Scientists-confused-no-sun-spots-
spotted-surface-time-active.html  

http://www.commdiginews.com/environment/sunspots-2014-has-solar-maximum-finally-been-
reached-18828/ 

Well? Has the Sun finally reached solar maximum? Or is the Sun nearing solar minimum? The truth is 
that the Sun is reaching neither. The Sun is under the influence of an invisible/collapsed binary twin 
that has a planetary relationship and has a Sun/Black Star magnetic portal connection allowing the 
Black Star to siphon electromagnetic energy in direct proportion to nearing Black Star/Sun proximity. 
The primary Sun/Black Star magnetic portal connection is becoming highly active, because a higher 
percentage of the external/peripheral passive conduits are switching over to ‘active state’ causing the 
magnetic portal connection as a whole to lose insulation properties; which increases the potential for 
portal-to-portal cross firing with these converging/crossing/diverging magnetic portal connection 
events. This is the reason we are seeing so many warnings about the solar flare kill shot that can knock 
down the power grids, because NASA and perhaps some SETI researchers are well aware of the truth 
that the binary twin to our Sun is nearing the inner solar system. Since the Sun, heliosphere and Earth 
magnetosphere are inexorably connected,  

7. Earth magnetosphere is weakening ten times more rapidly than previously thought by scientists:
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http://www.livescience.com/46694-magnetic-field-weakens.html 

“The scientists who conducted the study are still unsure why the magnetic field is weakening, but 
one likely reason is that Earth's magnetic poles are getting ready to flip, said Rune Floberghagen, 
the ESA's Swarm mission manager. In fact, the data suggest magnetic north is moving toward Siberia.”

Right now I am wondering if SETI researchers agree that the magnetic North Pole is migrating with the 
weakening Earth magnetosphere and collapsing heliosphere due to some Earth metal redistribution 
model pointing to a magnetic pole flip? Nonsense. Let us take a look at the path and pattern of the 
migrating magnetic North Pole:

http://hpiers.obspm.fr/eop-pc/index.php?index=mission&lang=en 

First of all, note the circular/loop-like movement of the magnetic North Pole that creates a series of 
loops, as Earth orbits naturally around the Sun. Then note that movement for this current Earth Orbit 
Cycle shows the magnetic pole migrating just over 2 weeks later on a wider track representing the same 
two to three-week period that the 2015 Earth Orbit Cycle started relative to the 2014 Earth Orbit Cycle 
(January 5-11, 2014 to January 24, 2015). Then look at the bottom value in the chart that is May 21, 
2014 marking the day after the Earth crossed the Black Star Orbit Path represented by the 1.6 million-
mile section of space that Earth travels on May 20th of every year. Then note the date from the top of 
this chart that is November 16, 2014 representing the day after Earth crossed behind the Sun relative to 
the Black Star moving in the Libra Constellation. The weakening magnetosphere has nothing to do 
with the regular magnetic pole flip that takes place 3-7 times every million years, but has everything to 
do with the influence of a third very powerful magnetic moving nearer and nearer to the inner solar 
system with each Earth Orbit Cycle. This also explains,

8. Uptick In Meteor/Fireball Reports from around the globe:

http://www.amsmeteors.org/fireballs/fireball-report/ 

Events found: 455 in 2005

Events found: 924 in 2010

Events found: 3743 in 2014

Black Star influence is nudging objects from their natural orbits, which is one reason 2013 was 
characterized as the Year Of The Comets; and why MIT astronomers upgrade solar system status from 
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‘stable’ to ‘dynamic:’  

http://www.universetoday.com/100049/the-year-of-the-comets-three-reasons-why-2013-could-be-the-
best-ever/ 

http://www.sott.net/article/272912-Major-increase-in-asteroid-activity-sees-MIT-astronomers-upgrade-
solar-system-from-stable-to-dynamic-Time-to-revive-the-Nemesis-Twin-Sun-theory 

MIT astronomers are reviving the Nemesis Twin Sun Theory at the same time that this idiot pseudo 
scientist is running his Project Black Star Investigation and drawing the same exact conclusion from a 
literal mountain of evidence and we are just getting started! I have only two points to make in this brief 
overview report. Let’s take a look at Jupiter:

9. Jupiter’s Liquefying Core:

http://www.insidescience.org/content/jupiters-melting-heart-sheds-light-mysterious-exoplanet/558 

http://www.iflscience.com/space/theres-vast-ocean-underneath-icy-crust-jupiters-biggest-moon 

Jupiter’s core is definitely liquefying beyond the frost line, as the binary twin to our Sun moves nearer 
to the inner solar system and the Sun/Black Star and Black Star/Jupiter magnetic portal connections 
shorten. Jupiter’s complexion has changed for the red spot to become opaque, as the core liquefies to 
release core gases. In fact, the evidence says that all the planets in the solar system are experiencing 
global warming with nearing Black Star proximity to the inner solar system. 

http://consciouslifenews.com/solar-system-climate-changing-earth/ 

Now somebody please explain how this is possible in light of the truth that the Sun appears to be going 
quiet without the ability to reach solar maximum with the heliosphere shrinking 25 percent over the 
same period??? 

10. The historical/astrotheological precedents include Nibiru that returns to the inner solar system every 
3658 years and the accounts of Noah and Moses where earth changes take place from the Holy 
Scriptures. Then we have Jesus Christ making predictions about increased earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions and tsunamis with signs in the Sun, Moon and stars from Matthew 24 and Revelation. Christ 
actually says that the Sun turns ‘dark’ and the Moon does not give forth light, while Revelation says the 
Sun turns ‘black as sackcloth.’ 
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http://cdn.isciencetimes.com/data/images/full/2013/07/30/4680-coronal-hole.jpg 

This is a recent image of our Sun from 2013 taking place amid nearing Black Star proximity as we 
speak! Now imagine with me that the Black Star crosses Earth Orbit Path at 1UA from the Sun on the 
spring side of the solar system from our northern hemisphere perspective ‘before’ reaching perihelion, 
when the Sun/Black Star magnetic portal connection achieves that minimum length for all internal 
conduits to transition over to active state draining our star of all solar capacity! The Black Star would 
arrive as a ‘thief in the night’ to begin terraforming our planet using fire and water through a series of 
geological pole shifts that the historical record also includes (http://poleshift.ning.com/) in our research 
landscape, as there is plenty of evidence that this kind of thing has happened before in Earth history. 
The professing experts unable to connect the many dots between these seemingly unrelated events are 
willing to proclaim “Peace and Safety!” at the same time that the sons of Day/Light are issuing 
warnings of ‘sudden destruction’ predicted by the Holy Scriptures; and while Dr. Morrison is investing 
considerable time to attack my person and put people back to sleep. 

I know for certain that something is coming from space that is changing our entire solar system and that 
object is now moving from the Virgo to the Libra Constellation just below the ecliptic plane. I also 
anticipate that Earth will experience a Black Star magnetic polarity-induced geological pole shift in the 
spring of 2015 or 2016 based upon conflicting nearside and backside quake event models, whether the 
substance of my claims is understood by anyone at SETI or not. However, as sure as you are reading 
these words, there will be a Judgment of the Living and the Dead and every syllable we utter will be 
judged from every perspective and those among you attacking the sons of Day/Light will be held 
accountable and you can take that to the bank. If anybody at SETI, or anyone among your colleagues, 
can offer a better explanation for what is happening all around us, then I am all ears. Otherwise, I 
strongly encourage you to begin your own investigation and to begin issuing the same kinds of 
warnings you see coming from me in this email. 

Sincerely,

Terral 

http://terral03.com

03blackstar@gmail.com  
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